
Matching Symbols of Good and Truth 
 

The Lord teaches us about good and truth in His Word, and we find many words that mean 

or symbolize either good or truth. Look at the list of words below and try to find pairs that 

seem to go together. For example, white and red are related because they are both colors. 

You may find other pairs by thinking of stories in the Word. Draw a line from a word in the 

truth column to a word in the good column. Continue until you have paired them all up.  
 

Please note that the words “wine” and “light” are listed twice and can be paired with two 

different words in the good column. 

 

Truth or Wisdom  Good or Love 

wine  priests 

 

white  sun 

stone  red 

kings  bread 

silver  east 

 

light  heart 

lion  fire 

leaf  lamb 

south  gold 

wine  soil 

cloud  heat 

lungs  fruit 

seed  wood 

light  grapes 

 



Answer Sheet for Matching Symbols of Good and Truth 
 

The Lord teaches us about good and truth in His Word, and we find many words that mean 

or symbolize either good or truth. Look at the list of words below and try to find pairs that 

seem to go together. For example, white and red are related because they are both colors. 

You may find other pairs by thinking of stories in the Word. Draw a line from a word in the 

truth column to a word in the good column. Continue until you have paired them all up.  
 

Please note that the words “wine” and “light” are listed twice and can be paired with two 

different words in the good column. 

 

Truth or Wisdom  Good or Love 

 

wine  priests 

white  sun 

stone 
 

red 

kings 
 

bread 

silver 
 

east 

 

light  heart 

 

lion  fire 

leaf  lamb 

south  
 

gold 
 

wine  soil 

 

cloud  heat 

lungs  fruit 

seed 
 

wood 

light  grapes 

 


